1. Time starts when neck yoke passes the markers.
2. Drive thru the straddle with the log between horses.
3. Continue thru serpentine, starting outside of first marker.
4. Drive into back thru until rear axle is completely within obstacle.
5. Back out, swing team to the right & drive thru the left side of parallel logs.
6. Swing 180 degrees to right & drive thru the right side of parallel logs.
7. Drive thru U-turn to garage. Swing team and back cart in so double tree is within obstacle.
8. Drive to & over bridge thru finish line.
9. Teams are to be kept at a walk or trot. There will be a 30 second penalty for loping or galloping. Loping or galloping is defined as two or more strides in that gait. Team may leap once when starting the load; two or more leaps will be considered a gallop.